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Abstract— The IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-power and 

Lossy Networks (RPL) has been recently standardized for 

routing in the constrained Internet of Things networks.  

Unfortunately, the RPL storing mode has been found restricted 

by storage limitations in the routers along the downward path. 

In fact, unreachable destinations problem may be easily 

encountered when a router fails, due to lack of memory, to store 

a routing entry for a target in its associated sub-network. In 

addition, the under-specification of Downward Advertisement 

Objects (DAOs) represents another serious issue in RPL. The 

timing of when and how often DAOs should be emitted is not 

fully addressed which may lead to inefficient implementations. 

Motivated by these observations, this paper presents an 

enhanced version of RPL called Enhanced-RPL. In the proposed 

enhancement, to mitigate the problem of storage limitation of 

the node’s preferred parent, a node is allowed to distribute 

prefixes belonging to its sub-network among multiple parents. In 

addition, a more cautious approach for emitting DAOs is 

proposed to mitigate the issue of DAOs under-specification 

mechanisms. Our simulation experiments demonstrate that the 

proposed Enhanced-RPL outperforms the RPL standard by an 

average of up to 64% in terms of control-plane overhead and 

30% regarding the packet delivery ratio. 

Keywords—Internet of Things; Low-power and Lossy 

Networks; RPL Standard 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Due to the unique routing requirements of the Low-Power 
and Lossy networks (LLNs), the well-known routing protocols 
such as the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [1] and the 
Ad-hoc On-Demand Vector (AODV) [2] have been proven 
inefficient in such networks [3]. Thus, the IPv6 Routing 
Protocol for Low Power and Lossy networks (RPL) has been 
proposed to overcome this issue [4]. RPL organizes a network 
into a tree-like structure where nodes bridging LLN with other 
IPv6 networks (i.e. WLAN, Internet) called the LLN Border 
Routers (LBRs) [4]. This topology facilitates the traffic flow 
in the upward direction from mesh nodes to the network LBR 
as each router needs only to keep its next hop (preferred 
parent) to the root. The traffic flow in the downward direction 
from the root to its associated nodes is also supported. In this 
context, two modes of downward operations are facilitated by 
RPL: Non-storing and Storing modes of operation. Source-
routing is used in the Non-storing mode of operation so that 
the routers do not need to store routing information. However, 
this can be obtained at the expense of high networking 
overhead [5] [6]. In the Storing mode, in contrast, each router 
needs to maintain the routing state of all nodes in its sub-tree 

spoiling the scalability of RPL significantly [7]. In fact, in a 
resource-constrained LLN, a router may fail easily, due to its 
storage limitations, to add a routing entry for a specific target 
rendering this target unreachable and, thus, all packets directed 
to this target will be lost [7]. Another apparent issue with RPL 
is the under-specification of the rules regulating the emission 
of downward control-plane messages which may result in 
conflict and inefficient implementations, leading to a poor 
performance [5]. In this paper, an Enhanced version of RPL 
protocol called Enhanced-RPL is proposed that tackles these 
two specific problems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents an overview of RPL protocol. A description of the 
problem statement is presented in Section III. The related 
work is accommodated in Section IV. A detailed description 
of the Enhanced-RPL, highlighting its main principles and 
operations, is introduced in Section V. The simulation 
environment and the obtained results are presented in Section 
VI. Finally, Section VII overviews the entire study and then 
presents conclusions and recommendation for future work. 

 

II. RPL OVERVIEW 

RPL is basically a proactive distance-vector based routing 
protocol that organizes a physical network into a form of 
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The DAG itself is further 
organized into one or more non-overlapping (a node can join 
only one root) Destination Oriented DAGs (DODAGs), where 
those nodes bridging the topology with other IPv6 domains act 
as the collection points or the DAG roots. Hence, the protocol 
uses the term RPL instance to refer to multiple DODAGs 
sharing the same routing policies and mechanisms. Multiple 
RPL instances may coexist concurrently in a specific topology 
and a node may join more than one instance at time [4]. 
However, within each instance, a node is allowed to associate 
only to one root (DODAG). The DODAG structure is the 
basic topological unit in RPL in which the root acts as the 
LLN Border Router (LBR) that represents the final destination 
for the traffic within the network boundaries. Three traffic 
flows are supported by RPL: Multipoint-to-Point (MP2P) in 
the upward direction from the sensor nodes to the DODAG 
root (LBR), Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) in the downward 
(reverse) direction from the DODAG root to its associated 
nodes and Point-to-Point (P2P) from any node to another node 
within the DODAG [4]. In fact, the RPL topology is optimized 
for traffic in the upward direction whereas less attention is 
paid to other traffic flows. Hence, the DODAG construction 
starts by having the root broadcasts ICMPv6 control message, 
called the DODAG Information Object (DIO) [8], to other 
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nodes. This message carries the routing policies and the 
configuration parameters needed by other nodes in order to 
build the topology. When the broadcasted DIO is received by 
a neighboring node willing to join the DODAG, this node (i) 
adds the transmitter prefix to its candidate parent list, (ii) 
calculates its relative position (rank) with respect to the root 
according to some metrics and pre-determined routing policy 
called the objective function, (iii) selects the closest node to 
the root in terms of a specific routing metric (i.e. hop count) 
from its candidate parents to act as its next hop (preferred 
parent) towards the root, (iv) finally, updates the received DIO 
with its own rank and broadcasts  the updated DIO to other 
nodes. This process will last until all nodes have setup their 
default routes in the upward direction towards the DODAG 
root.  

After constructing the upward routes, the next step is to 
build the downward routes in order to allow the root to convey 
messages to the other nodes within the DODAG. The 
downward routes are created by means of another type of 
ICMPv6 control messages, namely, the Destination 
Advertisement Object (DAO). Each node that already joined 
the DODAG should unicast a DAO to its preferred parent 
advertising one or more reachable destination prefixes through 
this node including its own prefix. How the received DAO is 
processed, depends on the mode of operation supported by 
RPL. RPL provides two modes of operation for downward 
routes, namely, storing (table-driven) and non-storing (source-
routing). In the storing mode, when a parent receives a DAO 
from one of its children, this parent (i) stores the announced 
prefix in its routing table along with the DAO sender address 
as the prefix’s next hop, and optionally acknowledges the 
DAO sender, (ii) forwards the received DAO, in turn, to its 
own preferred parent. This process is repeated by each 
intermediate node until the DAO is finally received by the 
DODAG root. In the non-storing mode, the same procedure is 
repeated; however, a parent receiving a DAO does not store 
any routing state.  Rather than storing the routing state, a node 
receiving a DAO for a specific destination, just forwards it to 
its own preferred parent until it is finally received by the 

DODAG root. Once the DODAG root receives the transmitted 
DAO, it calculates the source route of the intended destination 
and stores this information for later use by the data-plane. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 Pertaining to the storing mode of operation, each RPL 
router must store a routing state for each reachable destination 
in its own sub-DODAG. As a result, a router may run out of 
memory easily resulting in the newly received DAOs being 
ignored. This means that several downward routes or 
destinations would remain undiscovered impacting negatively 
the application reliability and scalability [9]. Although an RPL 
router may have multiple parents (multiple candidates parents 
in addition to its preferred parent), RPL’s router is allowed to 
advertise prefixes, belong to its sub-DODAG, to only its 
preferred parent. This hinders the protocol from exploiting the 
additional storage that might be available in other candidate 
parents which further harms the protocol scalability and 
reliability. The current proposed solutions for mitigating this 
issue have focused on combining both storing and non-storing 
modes of RPL or mixing the storing mode of RPL with 
multicast forwarding. However, as the non-storing mode has 
its own disadvantages, these disadvantages would be inherited 
in the hybrid approach. In addition, these mechanisms only 
allow destination advertisements to be unicasted to the 
preferred parent. To further get insight into this issue, let us 
assume that we have a network of six nodes with a memory 
capacity of two routing entries per node, excluding the root A 
which has no capacity limit. Given that after the DODAG is 
constructed, we ended up with the topology depicted in Fig. 
1a. In this topology, the node D has one preferred parent B and 
another candidate parent C. It also has two children E and F. 
For constructing the downward routes, each node should 
announce its prefix to the root via its preferred parent. For 
instance, in Fig. 1b, E transmits its prefix in a DAO message 
to its parent D, which stores it in its routing table and forwards 
it, in turn, to its preferred parent B “, which also stores it and 
then forwards it to the root A The other nodes repeat the same  

 

 
Fig. 1. Operations of RPL and the Enhanced-RPL 
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process until a point just before node F announces its prefix 
where the routing table would look as depicted in Fig. 1c. At 
this point, node B cannot store any more prefixes in its routing 
table, since it has reached the capacity of two entries, as 
depicted in Fig. 1d. Thus, the state of the prefix F will not be 
forwarded up the network, even though, another candidate 
parent, C, might be willing to perform the task as depicted in 
Fig. 1d. In this paper, we argue that there is still a window for 
enhancing the operations of RPL storing mode by exploiting a 
feature in RPL that allows for multiple DAO parents before 
one can resort to other developed techniques. Another key 
issue when constructing downward routes in RPL is that the 
timing of DAOs emission is not explicitly specified [5] [6]. 
The under-specification of DAOs timing may lead to conflict 
and inefficient implementations resulting in a poor 
performance. For instance, the study in [10] has opted to 
periodically transmit DAO messages, increasing significantly 
the control overhead in comparison with ContikiRPL [11] 
implementation which transmits the DAO messages based on 
the Trickle timers of DIOs. Although it managed to lower the 
overhead, ContikiRPL is still relatively inefficient. This is 
because ContikiRPL associates (couples) a node’s DAO 
transmission with the DIO transmission of its preferred parent. 
In other words, a node should unicast a DAO to its preferred 
parent each time it receives a DIO from this parent which 
deems to be unnecessary. This is because receiving a new DIO 
from the parent does not necessarily mean that an update is 
needed. Thus, sending a DAO would be just a waste of 
resources. Furthermore, although an optional control message 
(DAO-ACK) with rejection status code has been defined by 
the standard to inform the DAO sender of the recipient 
incapacity to accept the new routing entry, RPL does not 
specify how the DAO sender should handle or react to this 
rejection. Therefore, the target advertised by the rejected DAO 
would remain unknown to all routers higher in the DODAG, 
including the root, rendering the partially built route useless. 
This would leave the DODAG root with no option but to drop 
all the data-plane messages destined to unknown prefix [7]. 
 

IV. RELATED WORK 

The interest in enhancing RPL mechanisms and operations 
has grown rapidly since the protocol standardization by IETF 
community. Despite this growing interest, only a few research 
studies have focused on enhancing the process of constructing 
and maintaining the downward routes. For instance, the study 
in [12] has pointed that maintaining the downward routes is 
costly in terms of storage utilization and overhead. To mitigate 
this issue, it was proposed to integrate the reactive query 
mechanism of The Lightweight On-demand Ad hoc Distance-
vector Routing Protocol - Next Generation (LOADng) [16] 
protocol with the proactive mode of RPL for maintaining the 
downward routes. In this case, a network can opt either to use 
the reactive mode or the proactive mode according to the 
application requirements.  

The work in [13] has proposed an RPL extension, namely, 
MERPL for enhancing the storing mode scalability. They 
propose that a node whose routing entries reach a pre-
determined factor N should opt to delegate one or more of its 
children to work as a storing node. The routing entries in the 
node whose next hop is the selected child should be then 
deleted from the node’s routing table. Also, a DAO containing 
the destinations reachable by this selected child should be sent 

to the LBR. Finally, a hybrid approach of storing and non-
storing operations is employed when routing the data from the 
LBR to the other sensor nodes. Another enhancement of RPL 
called Bounding-Degrees RPL (BD-RPL) is reported in [9]. 
DB-RPL tries to enhance memory utilization by limiting in-
advance the number of next-hop children that a parent can 
accept to up of k children. A child who has been denied by its 
preferred parent should select another parent as its new 
preferred parent.  

A totally different mechanism for mitigating the storage 
limitation problem in RPL storing mode is introduced in [7]. 
In their proposed scheme, they integrate the multicast 
dissemination with the storing mode of operation in RPL. All 
junction nodes (a junction node is a node whose preferred 
parent has reached its memory limit) should join a special 
multi-cast group instead so that the LBR would use this 
multicast address for communicating with the unreachable 
destinations. The study in [14] has highlighted the problem of 
interoperability between RPL’s storing and non-storing modes 
of operation. They pointed that the co-existence of the two 
modes in one physical domain may result in unreachable 
destination leading to packet forwarding failures. To address 
this issue, two major changes for RPL standard are introduced.   
First, they propose that source routing headers should be 
attached to all nodes configured with storing mode so that they 
have the capability of working in the non-storing mode when 
needed [15]. Second, they suggest that all nodes running the 
non-storing mode of RPL should advertise their prefixes hop-
by-hop rather than the currently used end-to-end approach 
[15]. Hence, a storing node in the middle of the network 
would be able to store the routing state of all nodes in its sub-
graph. These studies have focused on combining both storing 
and non-storing modes of RPL or mixing the storing mode of 
RPL with multicast forwarding. However, as the non-storing 
mode has its own disadvantages, those would be inherited in 
the hybrid approach. Moreover, it is worth indicating that none 
of them has described a mechanism for the timing of the 
control-plane messages. 

V. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 

In this section, the proposed enhancements to downward 
routing in RPL are presented. In the proposed solution, we 
consider an LLN where the LBR (DODAG root) is assumed to 
be unconstrained in terms of memory and computing 
resources, which is not the case in the associated nodes. Thus, 
the DODAG root can maintain the routing state for all nodes 
in its DODAG whereas other nodes can only have up to k 
routing entries in their routing tables. 

 

A. An Enhanced Storing Mode 

The next steps present in detail how the proposed solution 
builds the upward and downward routes in RPL networks: 

1) The upward routes construction goes as specified in the 
original protocol which is explained in the previous 
sections. As a result of this process, each node will end 
up with one preferred parent and probably a list of 
candidate parents. 

2) Each node willing to participate in the downward 
routing process should sort ascendingly its candidate 
parents, including the preferred parent, according to 
their ranks. If two parents have the same rank, then the 
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parents would ordered based on their announcement 
order. 

3) Once the ordered list of parents has been created, the 
node should send a DAO to the first feasible parent 
which is the parent that still has a capacity to store 
children in the ordered list advertising its own prefix. 
Here, a feasible parent is a parent that no rejection 
DAO-ACK has been received from. 

4) Once a parent receives a DAO from one of its children, 
this parent should either: (i) store the announced prefix 
in its routing table along with the DAO sender address 
as the prefix’s next hop, and acknowledge the DAO 
sender with status of zero to signal the acceptance of 
this prefix, and finally forward this prefix in turns to 
the first feasible parent in its own ordered parent list. 
Alternatively, (ii) it should reject the announced prefix 
and acknowledge the DAO sender with a status of one 
to signal the rejection of this prefix. 

5) If the prefix announced by a node has been rejected by 
a specific parent, this node should: (i) lock that parent 
so that no more prefixes will be directed towards this 
parent, (ii) select another feasible parent from the 
ordered list and resend the DAO to this new parent. 
This process must be repeated until acceptance 
acknowledgment is received or no more feasible 
parents in the ordered list are left. 

According to the previous steps and as depicted in Fig. 1e, 
once the DAO announcing the destination F reaches the node 
B whose routing table is already full, it will send back a 
rejection DAO-ACK regarding the prefix F to the node D. 
Upon receiving such a DAO-ACK, D looks for another 
feasible parent from its candidate parent list, which is the node 
C in this scenario. Finally, C will forward the received DAO 
from D regarding the prefix F up the DODAG and to the root 
A which, in turn, will add it to its routing table. 

B. Downward Routes Maintenance 

This process begins after constructing the downward 
routes in the previous stage in order to keep the network state 
up-to-date. In fact, at the end of this stage, each node would 
have one DIO preferred parent for the upward routing, and one 
or more a DAO parents for the downward routing (the parent 
of the node’s prefix itself and the parents of prefixes of the 
node’s children) . Here, we refer to the parent of the node’s 
prefix as the DAO direct parent which may or may not be the 
same as the node’s DIO preferred parent. In order to improve 
the efficiency of downward routing maintenance process we 
opted to limit the number of DAO update transmissions to 
only few cases which are listed as follows: 

1) A node should unicast a DAO message advertising its 
own prefix to the first feasible parent in its candidate 
parent list when first joining the DODAG. This parent 
is referred to as the DAO direct parent as has been 
mentioned previously. 

2) Until receiving a DAO-ACK, a node should unicast a 
DAO each time it receives a DIO from its DAO direct 
parent. 

3) A node may use other candidate parents as an 
alternative option for storing prefixes belonging to its 
sub-DODAG. Thus, when this node receives a DAO 

from one of its children, it should forward the received 
DAO to that children’s DAO parent.  It should also 
continue forwarding this DAO each time it receives a 
DIO until a DAO-ACK is received. 

4) When a node changes its DAO direct parent, it should 
send a DAO to its previous DAO direct parent 
announcing that it is no more reachable through this 
parent. It should also keep sending a DAO to its new 
direct parent each time it receives a DIO from this 
parent until receiving an acknowledgement. 
 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISSCUSSION 

In this section, a performance evaluation of the proposed 
scheme is presented in comparison with the standard RPL 
routing protocol in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), 
energy consumption and control-plane overhead. In this study, 
the control-plane overhead is defined as the number of DAOs 
and DAO-ACKs messages that have been transmitted by the 
nodes. In RPL, the transmission of DAO-ACKs would be 
useless as RPL does not specify a mechanism for how to 
handle their reception. Therefore, we choose to entirely 
disable the emission of them. In this case, the control-plane 
overhead would refer only to the number of DAOs 
transmissions.  

The evaluation has been carried out by means of Cooja 

network simulator for Contiki operating system [3] which is 

the de-facto simulator of IoT devices. Contiki is selected 

because it has a basic implementation of the RPL routing 

protocol within ContikiRPL library which has been used as a 

ground for our enhancements. This allows us to evaluate the 

exactly executable code that runs on real sensor motes such as 

Sky motes. The Cooja feature of Unit Disk Graph Model 

(UDGM) with a transmission range of 25 meters is used to 

simulate propagation model.  Although, using the UDGM may 

not precisely reflect the real network behavior, the model is 

enough to showcase the advantage of the proposed scheme in 

comparison with RPL as the focus is on efficient storage 

utilization and not on how efficient the messages are 

delivered. The Objective Function Zero (OF0) [17] is used for 

computing the ranks of the sensor nodes and selecting the 

preferred parent in order to build more stable topology. The 

MAC and underlying duty-cycling layers are set to the CSMA 

and ContikiMac protocols respectively. For data model, every 

node is setup to send an application data packet every minute 

to the root at random time with a maximum data length of 30 

bytes. For each message received at the root, the root should 

instantly send an acknowledgment reply to the source node. 

For each setup, we have run 10 experiments with different 

seeds in order to get statistically solid results with a simulation 

time of 20 virtual minutes for each experiment. The log files 

of all experiments are fed into a python script developed by us 

to extract the statistical results from these logs. 
 

A. Grid (uniform) Topolgy 

In the first set of experiments, the Enhanced version and 
the RPL standard are compared in a grid topology where 
nodes are spread over 100x100m area using uniform 
distribution.  The LLN border router (LBR) is placed in the 
middle of the network. Figs. 2, 3 and 4 present comparisons 
between the two protocols in terms of the average Packet 
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Delivery Ratio (PDR), the average control overhead, and the 
average power consumption respectively as a function of the 
routing capacity. Here, the routing capacity refers to the 
number of routing entries that a node can hold in its routing 
table.  As can be observed from Fig. 2, both protocols achieve 
similar PDR rates when the routing capacity is large enough to 
accommodate all entries in a node’s sub-DODAG. As the 
routing capacity decreases, also both protocols show 
degradation in their respective PDR. However, the degradation 
is more noticeable in the case of the original RPL. For 
instance, in the worst case scenario (a routing capacity of 4 
routing entries), the Enhanced-RPL registered a PDR rate of 
0.74% while RPL has registered a PDR of 0.57 which is much 
less than that of the Enhanced version. This is because the 
nodes in RPL are only allowed to advertise prefixes to only 
one DAO parent which is its DIO preferred parent. Thus, 
when that parent runs out of routing entries, it has no choice 
but to silently drop the new associated children leaving them 
unreachable from the root point of view. Hence, the root has 
also no option but to drop all the packets destined to an 
unreachable destination resulting in higher packet loss. 

Although Enhanced-RPL delivers more data-plane 
messages than RPL, this does not result in higher power 
consumption as depicted in Fig. 3.  This can be attributed to 
the fact that the Enhanced-RPL has lower signaling rates in 
comparison with RPL.  In fact, the Enhanced-RPL has limited 
the number of cases in which the protocol should send DAOs 
to only four cases: i) when the node joins the DODAG, ii) 
when the node receives a DIO from its direct parent providing 
that it has recently received no DAO-ACK, and iii) when the 
node needs to change its DAO direct parent for the purpose of 
removing the old parent and associating itself to a new one, iv) 
for forwarding purposes. These enhancement steps have 
resulted in significantly reducing the number of control-plane 
messages (DAOs) by up to 64% as shown in Fig. 4. The 
significant decline in the control-plane overhead has 
compensated for the energy consumed in delivering more data 
packets and, hence, the approximately similar curves of power 
consumption. 

B. Random Topology 

Here, we also evaluate the Enhanced-RPL in a harsher 
environment where the nodes are distributed randomly over 
the simulation area. Ten random topologies are created with 
also different seeds. We verified the case that each node 
should have at least one parent (neighbor) so that the created 
topology would be connected and the two paradigms of 
communication (sensor-to-root and root-to-sensor) are 
applicable. 

 

 
Fig. 2 The packet delivery ratio of RPL and Enhanced-RPL in grid topology 

 

 
Fig. 3 The average power consumption of RPL and Enhanced-RPL in grid 

topology 

 

 
Fig. 4 The control overhead of RPL and Enhanced-RPL in grid topology 

 

Again, both protocols are compared in terms of PDR, 
control-plane overhead and power consumption which are 
illustrated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively. It is also clear from 
Fig.5 that the Enhanced-RPL still has better PDR rates in 
comparison with RPL, however, not as efficient as the case 
with the uniform distribution. In the uniform distribution of 
nodes, a node is guaranteed to have more than one DAO 
parent at time which is exploited by the Enhanced-RPL to 
distribute its children prefixes among them. However, in a 
random topology, there are several times where a node ends 
up with only one DAO parent rendering the node unable to 
exploit the features of the Enhanced-RPL. Therefore, the 
efficiency of the Enhanced-RPL in terms of PDR depends 
mainly on the node distribution and network topology. A 
network where there is a high probability for a node to have 
multiple DAO parents will benefit greatly from the Enhanced-
RPL and vice versa. This fact does not apply to the control-
plane overhead and power consumption as the Enhanced-RPL 
still shows better results compared to RPL which is justified 
similar to the case in the uniform distribution. 

 

 
Fig. 5 The packet delivery ratio of RPL and Enhanced-RPL in random 

topology 
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Fig. 6 The average power consumption of RPL and Enhanced-RPL in 

random topology 

 

 
Fig. 7  The control overhead of RPL and Enhanced-RPL in random topology 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The efficiency of storing mode for downward routing in 
RPL depends highly on the number of routing entries that can 
fit into the node’s routing table. This represents a serious 
problem in networks running RPL. As a node runs out of 
memory, it will fail to add new entries to its routing table 
resulting in some destinations being unreachable and, thus, 
degrading the protocol reliability. This problem is magnified 
by the fact that the RPL specification does not allow for a 
node to look for another DAO parent when its current 
preferred parent runs out of memory. Even worse, RPL does 
not specify a mechanism to detect such a case. Another serious 
problem is RPL’s under-specification of DAOs timing which 
may result in conflict and inefficient implementations leading 
to a poor performance. In this study, an enhancement for RPL 
protocol called Enhanced-RPL is proposed that tackles these 
two specific problems and extensive simulation experiments 
have been carried out for both protocols comparing their 
performance in terms of data-plane reliability, control-plane 
overhead and power consumption. The results demonstrated 
the validity of the Enhanced-RPL and showed that new 
mechanism has promoted the reliability of RPL. In future, we 
aim at validating the proposed extension efficiency in real 
testbeds and in networks with different densities.   
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